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NIFTY (daily)

After weakness in the early part of the week,
Nifty has managed to recoup the losses and
ended the week with a marginal gain. The index
however dropped down to the 50% Fibo
retracement of the Mar-May up move at 10,420
and has now closed above the 50-DEMA as well.
A ‘dragonfly doji’ candlestick pattern on weekly
charts is indicative of a bullish reversal and
requires follow-up strength to confirm the same.

Readings on momentum oscillators continue to
remain neutral with MACD reaching the zero line
and daily RSI at 50 mark. The crucial May series
expiry week is likely to see the index trading in a
range of 10,500-10,750 with a bullish bias.
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BANK NIFTY (daily)

Bank Nifty has ended the week with gains of 1.5%
after reversing early week losses in the second
half. The index dropped down to an intra-week low
of 25,622 as the selling pressure took couple of
days to be absorbed followed by a two days of
sharp short-covering gains. The index however has
managed to hold above the 21-DEMA and the
25,630 support level mentioned earlier.

A ‘bullish hammer’ candlestick on weekly charts is
a sign of reversal and needs upward follow-
through to confirm the same. Momentum
oscillators too have turned back up with RSI above
60 mark and MACD turning flat, albeit with a sell
crossover. In the crucial expiry week, we expect
Bank Nifty to trade within a range of 26,000-
26,650 albeit with a bullish bias.
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USD-INR (weekly)

USDINR has snapped its six-week winning streak
with a sharp reversal on Friday, thereby forming a
‘shooting star’ candlestick on the weekly chart,
The currency pair briefly threw above the 68.25
resistance level, peaked at 68.47 and dropped
swiftly thereafter. The strength in Rupee was
mainly triggered by a correction in Crude Oil
prices.

With most oscillators in an overbought state, the
corrective move was imminent, however the
weekly RSI readings continue to remain in the
overbought zone signaling overall strength. In the
immediate near-term we expect USDINR to test
67.45 i.e. 21-DEMA and find some support.
Unable to do so, it could further decline down to
67.20. Meanwhile the upside is likely to be capped
at 68.30.
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US DXY (weekly)

US Dollar Index continued to extend it’s winning
streak for a sixth straight week as it also managed
to surpass the 38.2% Fibo retracement level of
94.10 and closed higher. The currency index has
got into an intermediate uptrend with a break out
a 18-month downward sloping trend line.

Momentum continues to favour the bulls on both
daily & weekly scale, although the daily RSI
readings in overbought state could lead to some
consolidation. We expect the DXY to extend gains
towards 95.10 before any meaningful supply
comes in; whereas the downside support is
pegged at 93.20.
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India 10-yr Gsec yield (daily)

After a break towards new 52-week high in the
week prior to last week, the yield on India’s
benchmark 10-year Bond dropped lower to 7.79%
triggered by a sharp correction in Crude Oil and
the USDINR as well as the end of political
uncertainty surrounding lately.

10-yr benchmark yields have been moving
upwards in a channelized manner and are close to
the upper boundary. The ominous negative
divergence on daily RSI suggests the rally is likely to
be short-lived and a reversal is imminent. We do
not expect the psychological level of 8.0% to be
tested/breached; whereas below 7.78% will lead
to a sharp drop to 7.75% area.
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GOLD - MCX (weekly)

Despite attempts to move higher and breakout of
its narrow trading range, Gold prices fell on Friday
throwing spanner in the works for the bulls mainly
led by a sharp strength in the Indian rupee. Hence,
prices for the yellow metal continue to trade
within a range and the wait for a bullish breakout
becomes longer.

Trading above its 21 & 50-DEMAs the near-term
outlook is towards the upside which will gain
momentum on break above 31,600-620 and look
to target the 32,000 handle. Momentum
oscillators have turned flat on the daily scale, but
remain in bullish mode the weekly scale. Key
support is pegged at the 21-WEMA at 30,625.
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GOLD 10GM - 1 KG - 1 MONTH (31,040.00, 31,510.00, 30,912.00, 31,189.00, +98.0000)
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SILVER - MCX (daily)

Silver prices continue to suffer from range trade in
the precious week despite posting a higher high on
weekly scale, prices retreated lower on Friday
mainly on back of an appreciating rupee.
Nonetheless, the white metal has managed to log
a marginally positive weekly closing in its attempt
to move higher.

Momentum oscillator MACD maintains status quo
of a bullish crossover signal that should lend
strength to prices in the near-term. We expect
Silver to trend higher towards the 41,335 mark
with reversal support below at 40,000.
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CRUDE OIL - MCX (weekly)

After six straight weeks of gains, Crude Oil prices
have snapped the upward momentum with a sharp
drop and a short-term reversal in place. As was
expected at the start of the previous week, prices
tested the upper boundary of the steep trend
channel and triggered profit taking that got took
momentum on Friday on break of key near-term
supports. Weekly charts exhibit a ‘key reversal bar
/ bearish engulfing candlestick’ that has bearish
implications over the short / medium term.

Price has closed below the 21-DEMA along with
most daily momentum indicators rolling over into
sell mode. Even the weekly RSI has retreated from
overbought levels suggesting further near-term
downward pressure. We expect prices to test the
4475 mark in the new week where it could find
meaningful support to arrest this leg of decline,
whereas the upside is likely to be capped at 4830.
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COTTON - MCX (daily)

Cotton prices are positioned to breakout on the
upside in the near-term after consolidating for
nearly five months, i.e. from the start of this year.
Daily chart attached exhibits a large ‘ascending
triangle’ pattern with upper horizontal boundary
pegged at 21,200.

Volumes have been consistently dropping as is
typical during the formation of a consolidation
pattern, whereas the momentum oscillator MACD
has rolled bullish above the zero line on the daily
scale. Incase of a successful price/volume
breakout above 21,200, the conservative target is
pegged at 22,500 and has potential to test
23,000. Meanwhile, immediate support is pegged
at 20,500.
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DISCLAIMER

Latin Manharlal Securities Private Limited (CIN-U67120MH1997PTC110873) and its affiliates are a full-service, brokerage, investment banking, investment management, and financing
group. Latin Manharlal Securities Private Limited (LMSPL) along with its affiliates are participants in virtually all securities trading markets in India. LMSPL was established in 1997 and is
one of India's leading brokerage and distribution house. LMSPL is a corporate trading member of Bombay Stock Exchange Limited (BSE), National Stock Exchange of India Limited (NSE),
MCX Stock Exchange Limited (MCX-SX). LMSPL along with its subsidiaries offers the most comprehensive avenues for investment sand is engaged in the businesses including stock
broking (Retail), commodity broking, depository participant, insurance broking and services rendered in connection with distribution of primary market issues and financial products like
mutual funds, fixed deposits.

LMSPL is registered under SEBI (Research Analysts) Regulations, 2014. LMSPL hereby declares that it has not defaulted with any stock exchange nor its activities were suspended by any
stock exchange with whom it is registered in last five years.

LMSPL offers research services to clients as well as prospects. The analyst for this report certifies that all of the views expressed in this report accurately reflect his or her personal views
about the subject company or companies and its or their securities, and no part of his or her compensation was, is or will be, directly or indirectly related to specific recommendations or
views expressed in this report.

Other disclosures by Latin Manharlal Securities Private Limited (Research Entity) and its Research Analyst under SEBI (Research Analyst) Regulations, 2014 with reference to the subject
company(s) covered in this report-:

LMSPL or its associates may have financial interest in the subject company.

Research Analyst or his/her relative’s financial interest in the subject company. (NO)

LMSPL or its associates and Research Analyst or his/her relative’s does not have any material conflict of interest in the subject company. The research Analyst or research entity (LMSPL)
have not been engaged in market making activity for the subject company.

LMSPL or its associates may have actual/beneficial ownership of 1% or more securities of the subject company at the end of the month immediately preceding the date of publication of
Research Report. Research Analyst or his/her relatives have actual/beneficial ownership of 1% or more securities of the subject company at the end of the month immediately preceding
the date of publication of Research Report:(NO)
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DISCLAIMER
LMSPL or its associates may have received any compensation including for investment banking or brokerage services from the subject company in the past 12 months. LMSPL or its
associates may have received compensation for products or services other than investment banking or brokerage services from the subject company in the past 12 months. LMSPL or
its associates may have received any compensation or other benefits from the Subject Company or third party in connection with the research report. Subject Company may have been
client of LMSPL or its associates during twelve months preceding the date of distribution of the research report and LMSPL may have co-managed public offering of securities for the
subject company in the past twelve months.

The research Analyst has served as officer, director or employee of the subject company: (NO)

LMSPL and/or its affiliates may seek investment banking or other business from the company or companies that are the subject of this material. Our salespeople, traders, and other
professionals may provide oral or written market commentary or trading strategies to our clients that reflect opinions that are contrary to the opinions expressed herein, and our
proprietary trading and investing businesses may make investment decisions that may be inconsistent with the recommendations expressed herein. In reviewing these materials, you
should be aware that any or all of the foregoing, among other things, may give rise to real or potential conflicts of interest including but not limited to those stated herein. Additionally,
other important information regarding our relationships with the company or companies that are the subject of this material is provided herein. This report is not directed to, or
intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any locality, state, country or other jurisdiction where such distribution,
publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation or which would subject LMSPL or its group companies to any registration or licensing requirement within such
jurisdiction. Specifically, this document does not constitute an offer to or solicitation to any U.S. person for the purchase or sale of any financial instrument or as an official
confirmation of any transaction to any U.S. person. Unless otherwise stated, this message should not be construed as official confirmation of any transaction. No part of this document
may be distributed in Canada or used by private customers in United Kingdom. All material presented in this report, unless specifically indicated otherwise, is under copyright to
LMSPL. None of the material, nor its content, nor any copy of it, may be altered in any way, transmitted to, copied or distributed to any other party, without the prior express written
permission of LMSPL . All trademarks, service marks and logos used in this report are trademarks or registered trademarks of LMSPL or its Group Companies. The information
contained herein is not intended for publication or distribution or circulation in any manner whatsoever and any unauthorized reading, dissemination, distribution or copying of this
communication is prohibited unless otherwise expressly authorized. Please ensure that you have read “Risk Disclosure Document for Capital Market and Derivatives Segments” as
prescribed by Securities and Exchange Board of India before investing in Indian Securities Market. In so far as this report includes current or historic information, it is believed to be
reliable, although its accuracy and completeness cannot be guaranteed.


